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for Distributed Data Sharing
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Abstract - Peer-to-peer overlay networks are widely used in distributed systems. Based on whether a regular topology is maintained
among peers, peer-to-peer networks can be divided into two categories: structured peer-to-peer networks in which peers are
connected by a regular topology, and unstructured peer-to-peer networks in which the topology is arbitrary. Structured peer-to-peer
networks usually can provide efficient and accurate services but need to spend a lot of effort in maintaining the regular topology. On
the other hand, unstructured peer-to-peer networks are extremely resilient to the frequent peer joining and leaving but this is usually
achieved at the expense of efficiency. The objective of this work is to design a hybrid peer-to-peer system for distributed data
sharing which combines the advantages of both types of peer-to-peer networks and minimizes their disadvantages. Also a caching
scheme is proposed for the hybrid peer-to-peer system to improve the system performance.
Keywords - Peer-to-peer systems, P2P, structured peer-to-peer, unstructured peer-to-peer, hybrid, overlay networks, caching.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Research has shown that a large fraction of traffic
in the Internet is occupied by peer-to-peer applications
[2]. A peer-to-peer (P2P for short) network is a logical
overlay network on top of a physical network. Each peer
corresponds to a node in the peer-to-peer network and
resides in a node (host) in the physical network. All
peers are of equal roles. The links between peers are
logical links, each of which corresponds to a physical
path in the physical network. The physical path is
determined by a routing algorithm and composed of one
or more physical links. Logical links can be added to the
peer-to-peer network arbitrarily as long as a
corresponding physical path can be found, that is, the
physical network is connected.
The flexibility of the overlay topology and the
decentralized control of the peer-to-peer network make
it suitable for distributed applications. For example, it
can be used for distributed data (file) sharing, or for
collaborative Web caching in which Web pages are
cached in collaborative peers to reduce network delay
for URL requests, or for application layer multicast in
which peers are group members and the peer-to-peer
overlay network is a multicast tree. It can also be used
for distributed computing which utilizes the idle
resources in the network for a huge computing task.
Finally, it can be used to provide communication
anonymity in which the sender’s identity is concealed.

Based on whether a regular topology is maintained
among peers, peer-to-peer networks can be divided into
two categories: structured peer-to-peer networks in
which peers are connected by a regular topology, and
unstructured peer-to-peer networks in which the
network topology is arbitrary. Structured peer-to-peer
networks build a distributed hash table (DHT) on top of
the overlay network. The hash table supports efficient
data insertion and lookup. Given a key of the data item,
the corresponding value of the data item can be inserted
or found by transforming the key to a hash value by a
hash function. The hash value is the index of the data
item and all the hash values form the key space. In
DHT, the key space is divided among peers. Each peer
is responsible for one partition of the key space. Peers
are connected by an overlay network through which the
requests of data insertion and lookup are delivered.
Structured peer-to-peer networks can provide efficient
and accurate query service but need a lot of efforts to
maintain the DHT, which makes it vulnerable to
frequent peer joining and leaving, also known as
churn[8][9]. Churn is a common phenomenon in peerto-peer networks.Unstructured peer-to-peer networks
organize peers into an arbitrary network topology, and
use flooding or random walks to look up data items.
Each peer receiving the flooding packets or random
walk packets checks its own database for the data item
queried. This approach does not impose any constraint
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on the network topology. It can perform complex data
lookup and support peer heterogeneity. Unstructured
peer-to-peer networks are resilient to churn while they
usually achieve this goal by sacrificing the data query
efficiency and accuracy.
Hence, neither structured peer-to-peer networks
nor unstructured peer-to-peer networks can provide
efficient, flexible, and robust service alone. The
motivation of this paper is to combine the two types of
peer-to-peer networks and provide a hybrid solution
which can offer efficiency and flexibility at the same
time.
In this paper, two models for cooperative caching of
P2P traffic is proposed.The first model enables cooperation among caches that belong to different
autonomous systems (ASs), while the second considers
cooperation among caches deployed within the same
AS.
II. PREVIOUS WORKS
Many peer-to-peer networks have been proposed
for different applications in the literature, see, for
example, [1], [2]. In this scheme, we focus on peer-topeer networks for efficient distributed data (file) sharing
among peers.
The Content Addressable Network (CAN) [3] was
proposed to provide a scalable indexing mechanism for
file sharing over a large network. As a distributed
infrastructure,
CAN
provides
hash-table-like
functionality over Internet-like scales. Both peers and
data are hashed to a virtual d-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate space. The entire space is partitioned to
distinct zones such that each peer is in charge of one
zone. Every peer maintains a routing table which holds
the IP address of its neighbors in the coordinate space.
The data is stored in and retrieved from the peer that
owns the zone covering the data. CAN takes advantage
of the ordering of the Cartesian coordinate space in the
routing algorithm. Packets are forwarded along the
straight line connecting the source and the destination in
the Cartesian coordinate space. When a new peer joins
the system, some existing zone will be split into two
zones one of which is assigned to the new peer, and all
the related peers need to update their neighbor lists.
When a peer leaves the system, a neighboring peer will
take over the zone by running a takeover algorithm, and
all the related peers need to update their neighbor lists
again.
Chord [4] organizes the peers into a circle which is
called a chord ring, where each peer is assigned an ID.
Peers are inserted into the ring in the order of their IDs.
Each peer has two neighbors: successor and
predecessor. When a peer joins the system, it first finds

the position to insert the new peer. Then, the successor
pointers of both the new peer and an existing peer must
be changed. The correctness of Chord relies on the fact
that each peer is aware of its successor. To guarantee
this, each peer maintains a successor list of size r which
contains the peer’s first r successors. Each data item also
has an ID and is stored in a peer such that the ID of the
data item is between the ID of the peer and its
predecessor. Packets are forwarded along the circle. In
order to accelerate the search, each peer maintains a
finger table, where each finger points to a peer with a
certain distance from the current peer.Compared to
CAN, Chord is simpler as the key is hashed in a 1D
space.
Gnutella [5] is a decentralized unstructured peer-topeer network. The network is formed by peers joining
the network following some loose rules. There is no
constraint on the network topology. To look up a data
item, a peer sends a flooding query request to all
neighbors within a certain radius. As Gnutella has no
requirement on the network topology and data
placement, it is extremely resilient to peer joining and
leaving the system frequently. However, flooding is not
scalable and consumes a lot of network bandwidth.
Caching of the P2P traffic has recently been studied
in a number of papers. The benefits of caching P2P
traffic have been shown in [12] and [10]. Caching
algorithms designed for P2P traffic have been proposed
in [11]. In [11], two object replacement algorithms are
suggested: Minimum Relative Size(MINRS) and Least
Sent Byte(LSB).The first algorithm evicts the object
which has the least cached fraction, and the second one
evicts the object which served the least number of bytes
from the cache.
III. THE HYBRID PEER-TO-PEER SYSTEM
A. System Overview
The new hybrid peer-to-peer system is composed of
two parts: a core transit network and many stub
networks, each of which is attached to a node in the core
transit network. The core transit network, called tnetwork, is a structured peer-to-peer network which
organizes peers into a ring similar to a chord ring. We
call peers in the t-network t-peers. Each t-peer is
assigned a peer ID (p_id), which is a positive integer.
Peers are inserted to the ring in the order of their p_ids.
Each t-peer maintains two pointers which point to its
successor and predecessor, respectively. A finger table
is also used to accelerate the search. A stub network,
called s-network, is a Gnutella-style unstructured peerto-peer network. We call the peers in an s-network speers except for the t-peer attached to this s-network.
The topology of an s-network is arbitrarily formed. Each
s-network is attached to a t-peer and this t-peer belongs
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to both the t-network and the s-network. One thing to
mention about the s-network is that the topology of an snetwork is a tree instead of a mesh. Fig. 1 shows the
overview of the proposed hybrid peer-to-peer system.
The basic idea behind the hybrid peer-to-peer
system is that the t-network is used to provide efficient
and accurate service while the s-network is used to
provide approximate best-effort service to accommodate
flexibility. Peers can join either t-network or s-network
directly. An s-network is composed of peers that serve
the data of some common properties. A data lookup is
confined within an s-network if the queried data has the
common properties served by the s-network. The lookup
request is passed around the s-network through flooding
or random walk. Although flooding may generate a lot
of network traffic, it can greatly simplify peer joining
and leaving process, which makes the system robust to
churn. On the other hand, since the s-network contains
only a small proportion of the total number of peers,
flooding is confined within a small number of peers.
When the queried data is served by another s-network,
the data query request is first forwarded to the t-network
through the t-peer in the s-network generating the
request. Then, in the t-network, the request will be
forwarded along the ring until it reaches the s-network
serving the queried data. Finally, in the s-network, the
request will be delivered to the s-peers by flooding
again. The t-network links all the s-networks together
and provides an efficient way to locate the desired snetwork. The stableness of the t-network is critical to
the system performance because all the communications
between different s-networks are through the t-network.
As a structured peer-to-peer network, the t-network is
vulnerable to churn mainly because the t-network needs
to recalculate the pointers in the finger tables whenever
a t-peer joins or leaves. However, the hybrid system can
effectively reduce the topology maintenance overhead
caused by peer joining or leaving. This is because that,
on one hand, a large portion of peers join the s-networks
directly without disturbing the t-network; and on the
other hand, an s-peer can be selected to substitute the
leaving t-peer in the same s-network, i.e., the selected speer will become a t-peer. In this case, the total number
of t-peers is unchanged. Therefore, there is no need to
recalculate the pointers in the finger tables, and only a
simple update is needed.
In this paper, the focus is on applying the hybrid
peer-to peer system to distributed data sharing. A data
item is represented by a (key, value) pair. A key is a
label or name of the data, such as a file name, while a
value is the content associated with the key, such as a
file. A peer uses operation store (key, value) to insert the
data item into the system and operation lookup (key) to
obtain the value of the data item. Before performing the
store or lookup operations, a peer hashes the data key to

an integer d id which is in the same range as p_id. As
mentioned earlier, s-peers are grouped into different snetworks such that each s-network serves the data of
some common properties. In the hybrid system, the
p_ids of t-peers divide the range of the d_id into several
segments. Each s-network is responsible for the data
whose d_ids lie in the same segment. Both store and
lookup operations try the local s-network first if the data
item is served by the local s-network; otherwise, they
turn to the t-network. Thus, such two-tier hierarchy
structure can provide efficient lookup in the top tier
while maintaining the flexibility in the bottom tier.

Fig. 1 : Overview of the proposed hybrid peer-to-peer
system
B. Peer Join/Leave
1) T-Peer Join/Leave:
Each t-peer maintains two pointers that point to its
successor and predecessor along the ring, respectively.
After the joining peer obtains the arbitrary t-peer, it
sends a join request containing its p_id to the t-peer.
This join request will be forwarded along the ring until
it reaches the t-peer such that the p id of the joining peer
is between the p id of the t-peer and its successor. The tpeer will initiate a join process and the joining peer is
inserted between the t-peer and its successor.
The p_id of a new peer is generated at the server.
The server has several options to generate the p_id. One
way is to generate the p_id by hashing the IP address of
the new peer. Another way is to generate the p_id based
on the location of the new peer. This can make the peers
that are close to each other in the physical network also
close to each other in the overlay network. Moreover,
the server can generate a random p id for the new peer.
However, the p_id generation process does not
guarantee the uniqueness of p_ id. In the case of a
conflict, the t-peer initiating the join process will
generate a new p_id which lies in between the p_id of
itself and its successor. The new p_id can be random or
simply the midpoint for load balancing purpose.
After the join process completes, the segment of the
id space represented by the successor has changed. The
peers in the successor’s corresponding s-network should
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transfer part of its data load to the new peer, which is
referred to as load transfer. The peers check the data
items it stores and transfer all the data items whose d id
lie between the p id of the new peer and the predecessor
of the new peer.
Sometimes, peers will leave the system without
notice due to peer crash. We call it abruptly leaving. To
handle abruptly leaving, peers send “HELLO” messages
(also called heartbeat messages) to their neighbors
periodically. Each peer maintains a timer for each of its
neighbors. The time is reset on receiving a “HELLO”
message from the corresponding neighbor. Timeout
indicates peer crash. The disconnected s-peers will
compete to replace the crashed t-peer by sending
messages to the server. The server will pick an s-peer to
be the new t-peer. The selection can be random or
choosing the peer with the smallest IP address.
TABLE 1. Join/Leave Algorithm for t-Peers
Pre.join(n):
Pre.check(n.id);
Pre.successor=n;
n.predecessor=pre
n.successor=suc;
Suc.predecessor=n;
Suc.loadtransfer(n.id);
n.leave():
If(s-network!=NULL)
Pick a s-peer randomly;
Set s-peer as the new t-peer;
Transfer load from n to the new t-peer;
Else
pre.successor=suc;
suc.predecessor=pre;
n.loaddump();
Pre.check(n.id):
If(n.id==id)
n.id=(id+suc.id)/2;
Suc.loadtransfer(n.id):
For each peer in the current s-network
for each data in database
If(data.id<=n.id)
n.insert(data)
Suc.delete(data);
n.loaddump():
For each data in database
Suc.insert(data);
n.delete(data);
2) S-Peer Join/Leave:
Each s-peer belongs to an s-network and maintains
a list of its neighbors. A neighbor can be either an s-peer
or a t-peer. After an s-peer acquires the IP address of the
random peer, it adds the peer to its neighbor list. Then, it
notifies the random peer to add itself to its neighbor list

and the join operation is completed. The p id of the speer is the same as its neighbor.
In a Gnutella-style peer-to-peer network, the data
lookup is through flooding. The range of flooding is
determined by the search radius, that is, the time-to-live
(TTL) value of the packet. As the data is distributed
around the network randomly, the search radius is
critical to the probability of finding the desired data
item. For the same topology and the same peer that
initiates the search, the longer the search radius, the
higher the probability of finding the desired data item,
but the longer the latency required. Note that if we add
some simple constraints on choosing the random peer
when a new peer joins, we may shorten the network
diameter, and thus, reduce the search radius without
sacrificing the success ratio of finding the desired data
item. Next, it will be discussed how to add such
constraints. First, restrict the random peer to be picked
to only t-peers. Thus, all s-peers in the same s-network
are connected with one t-peer. As a result, the diameter
of an s-network is at most two, and one data lookup can
reach all the peers within two hops. The topology of the
s-network is a star centered at a t-peer. Although the
data lookup can achieve short latency in such an snetwork, there is a notable disadvantage that the load is
extremely unbalanced. The t-peer maintains a long
neighbor list while the s-peer has a neighbor list with
only one neighbor. Each data lookup request has to be
forwarded through the t-peer. In order to alleviate this
problem, we put another restriction on the degree of
peers. When the degree of a peer reaches a threshold ð,
it passes the join request to one of its neighbors
randomly. The join request will be passed until it arrives
at a peer whose degree is less than ð. In the simulation,
we use this scheme for s-peer joining. The new s-peer
searches from a t-peer along a random branch until it
finds a peer with a degree less than ð. This peer is called
the connect point (cp) of the new s-peer. Besides the
neighbor list, each s-peer maintains two pointers that
store the address of the t-peer of the s-network and its
cp. The resulting topology of an s-network is a tree.
Here, we use a tree instead of a mesh due to bandwidth
efficiency consideration. A major drawback of an
unstructured peer-to-peer network is that the flooded
query messages occupy a lot of network bandwidth. In a
mesh network, it is very likely that a peer receives the
same query message multiple times from different
neighbors. On the other hand, a tree structure guarantees
that each peer receives the query message exactly once.
When an s-peer leaves the system, it should notify
all its neighbors about the leaving. The neighbors then
delete it from their neighbor lists. The neighbor whose
cp is the leaving peer should rejoin the s-network by
sending a join request to the t-peer again. The leaving s-
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peer should also choose a neighbor to transfer the load
to.
Again, we need to handle the abruptly leaving when
peers crash without notice. To detect and recover from
these errors, we still use the periodic “HELLO”
messages. Each s-peer periodically broadcasts
“HELLO” messages to all its neighbors.
C. Concurrent Join/Leave
Peer-to-peer networks are highly dynamic systems
since peers usually are end hosts that are in charge of
different individuals or groups. Concurrent joins and
leaves are very common and can greatly degrade the
performance if not handled carefully.
The concurrency handling in the s-network is
simpler than that in the t-network. When an existing
peer receives two join requests, it follows the First
Come First Serve (FCFS) rule, that is, the second join
request will be passed to the next neighbor if the degree
of the peer reaches the limit after receiving the first join
request. When two or more s-peers leave the system
simultaneously, no special action is needed because the
disconnected parts will rejoin the s-network, as
described in the previous section.
For the t-network, concurrency handling is much
more complicated as it involves three t-peers and the
topology constraint is strict. The concurrent joins or
leaves may lead to an incorrect topology or break the tnetwork apart if not handled carefully. For example,
suppose a t-peer is inserting a new peer, say, x, between
itself and its successor. After setting its successor
pointer to the new peer, it receives another join request
indicating that another new peer , say, y, should be
inserted between x and its successor.Thus, the t-peer
will pass the join request to its new successor x.
However, the join operation of x is not completed, and
the successor and predecessor pointers in x are not set
correctly. Therefore, the join request of y will not be
handled correctly.
The idea of the concurrency handling in the
database system is adopted for the concurrent joins or
leaves in the t-network. The join and leave requests are
sequentialized such that the next request is not
processed until the previous request finishes. For a join
request, it follows a join triangle, as shown at the left of
Fig. 3. When peer pre receives the join request of the
new peer, it sets a mutex variable joining that indicates
some peer is being inserted between peer pre and peer
suc. Now peer pre will not accept any leave requests
including that from itself. If a new join request comes
before the previous request is completed, peer pre will
insert the new request to a queue and process the request
queue after the previous join request finishes. Then, peer
pre sends a packet including the address of peer suc to

the new peer. The new peer sets its successor and
predecessor pointers to suc and pre, respectively, and
sends another packet to peer suc. After receiving the
packet, peer suc updates its predecessor pointer and
sends a packet back to peer pre. When peer pre receives
this packet, it sets its successor pointer to the new peer
and continues to process the next join request in the
queue. If the queue is empty, it resets the mutex
variable.
When a peer leaves the system, it follows the leave
triangle which is shown on the right of Figure 2. When a
peer is leaving, it also sets a mutex variable leaving.
Now the peer will not accept any new join request (if the
join request queue is not empty, the peer should process
the join request first) and leaving request. Then, the
leaving peer sends a packet to peer pre including the
address of peer suc. Peer suc sets its successor pointer to
peer suc and sends a packet to peer suc including the
address of the leaving peer. After receiving the packet,
peer suc will check whether the leaving peer included in
the packet is what its predecessor pointer is pointing to.
Only if they are the same peer, will the peer suc set its
predecessor pointer to peer pre and send a packet to the
leaving peer to notify the completion of the leaving
operation.

Fig. 2 : Concurrent join/leave operation for t-peers
D. Data Insertion/Lookup
Data is generated and inserted to the system by
peers. As mentioned earlier, each s-network is
responsible for a range of ID space. The peer generating
the data item first hashes the key into this space. If the d
id lies in the range of the current s-network, the data
item is inserted to its database and the data insertion is
completed. If the d id does not lie in the range, the data
item is sent to the t-peer of the current s-network. Then,
it is forwarded along the t-network until it reaches the tpeer in charge of the ID range covering d id. Then, the
data item is inserted into the database of the t-peer.
Note that although this data placement scheme is
simple and easy to implement, the data load between
different peers may be imbalanced. Each t-peer
corresponds to an s-network. The data generated in all
other s-networks except the one a t-peer is in will
always be stored in the t-peer; therefore, the data load in
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t-peers is much heavier than that in s-peers. To alleviate
the load imbalance, we spread the data load to the
neighbors of the t-peer, i.e., the s-peers connected to the
t-peer. When a t-peer receives a data insertion request, it
picks a random s-peer from its directly connected speers and itself, and then sends a data insertion request
to the chosen peer. The random peer will perform the
same random data load spreading until the data item is
finally inserted to the system. In the performance
evaluation section, we will implement both the original
data placement scheme and the improved one and study
their impacts on the probability density function of the
number of data items per peer.
When a peer looks up a specified data item, it first
obtains the d_id of the data item by hashing the data
key. If the d id lies in the current s-network, the peer
floods lookup packets around the s-network and sets a
timer for it. The timer will be reset if the peer receives
the data item or expire, which indicates that the data
item is not found. The peer may choose to increase the
TTL value and the expiration duration of the timer and
reflood the lookup packets. If the d id does not lie in the
current s-network, the peer sends a lookup request to the
t-peer and also sets a timer for it. Similar to data
insertion, the data lookup request is forwarded along the
t-network until it arrives at a proper t-peer which will
then flood data lookup packets around its s-network.
Each peer receiving the lookup request will check its
database for data item d id. If the data item is found in
its database, the peer will stop flooding and send the
data item to the peer requesting the data item directly.

typically issued for segments of objects, not for entire
objects.
B. Cooperative Proxy Caches in Different ASs
The first model for cooperation considered in this
paper is depicted in Figure 3a. In this model, caches
deployed in different ASs cooperate with each other to
serve requests from clients in their networks. The
cooperating ASs may have a peering relationship to
carry each other’s traffic, or they can be located within
the same geographical area such as a city where the
bandwidth within the region is typically more abundant
than the bandwidth on long-haul, intercity, links.
Caches cooperating with each other form what we
call a cache group. The cooperation in the cache group
works as follows: When a cache receives a request for
an object that it does not store locally, it first finds out
whether another cache in the cache group has the
requested object. If any of them does have the object,
the object is directly served to the requesting client. If
otherwise, the request is forwarded to external sources.
Communication and object lookup inside the cache
group can be done in several ways. For example, a
centralized directory can be used. The lookup process is
straightforward in this case and it requires only two
messages. However, the directory is a single point of
failure and it requires frequent updates from
participating caches. We adopt distributed lookup
methods.

IV. MODELS FOR CACHING P2P TRAFFIC
A. Independent Proxy Caches
In independent caching, a cache is deployed near
the gateway routers of ASs that choose to employ
caching to reduce the burden of P2P traffic. See Fig. 3a,
but note that caches in different ASs work
independently from each other. In order to take full
advantage of a deployed cache and to avoid modifying
the source code of P2P client software, the cache should
work in a transparent mode.
The primary goal of caching P2P traffic is to reduce
the load on backbone links, and hence, reduce the
operational costs of ISPs. To reflect this goal, we choose
the byte hit rate as the main performance metric for
evaluating caching systems for P2P traffic. The byte hit
rate (BHR) is defined as the ratio of the number of bytes
served from the cache to the total number of bytes
transferred. Note that, unlike the case of caching Web
traffic, the hit rate—defined as the ratio of the number
of objects served from the cache to the total number of
objects transferred— may not be well defined in the P2P
case [6]. This is because requests in P2P systems are

Fig. 3. The proposed two models for cooperative
caching of P2P traffic. (a) Cooperation among caches in
different ASs. (b) Cooperation among caches within a
large ISP.
C. Cooperative Proxy Caches within the Same AS
The second model for cooperation proposed in this
paper is for caches deployed within the same AS, as
shown in Fig. 3b.This model is suitable for a large ISP
with multiple access exit points. The network of such
ISPs is composed of multiple points of presence (POPs)
interconnected with high-speed optical links. ISPs
provide Internet access to their customers at POPs. The
links inside an ISP are usually overprovisioned. ISPs are
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attached to the Internet through inter-ISP links. InterISP links are usually the bottlenecks of the Internet and
where congestion occurs. In addition, the inter-ISP links
are expensive because an ISP either pays another ISP for
carrying its traffic (in a customer-provider relationship)
or it needs to mutually carry the same amount of traffic
from the other ISP (in a peer-to-peer relationship) [6].
Deploying cooperative caches in such large ISPs would
save a huge amount of P2P traffic from going on the
inter-ISP links, and thus, would reduce the costs
incurred by ISPs, because the cost of the internal links
(between caches) is much smaller than the cost of interISP links [7]. Caching would also benefit clients
because their traffic will traverse fewer inter-ISP links,
which are more susceptible to overload and congestion.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid peer-topeer system which combines both the structured peer-topeer network and the unstructured peer-to-peer networks
to form a two-tier hierarchy to provide efficient and
flexible distributed data sharing service. The top tier is
the t-network which is a structured ring-based peer-topeer network providing efficient and accurate service.
The bottom tier is composed of multiple unstructured snetworks which provide approximate best-effort service
to accommodate flexibility. By assigning peers to the tnetwork or the s-network, the hybrid peer-to-peer
system can utilize both the efficiency of the structured
peer-to-peer network and the flexibility of the
unstructured peer-to-peer network and achieve a good
balance between them. Also in this paper, cooperative
caching for P2P traffic is proposed.Two models for
Cooperation are proposed: 1) among caches deployed in
different Ass and 2) among caches deployed within a
large AS. In both models, caches cooperate to save
bandwidth on expensive WAN links. Considering the
huge volume of the P2P traffic, even 1 percent
improvement in byte hit rate accounts to saving in the
order of terabytes of traffic on the expensive WAN
links.
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